The modeling of diagnostic systems of taxonomies using fuzzy logic is presented in this paper. Specifically the taxonomies system solo is studied, which that can be applied in a wide range of fields of diagnostic science. The intelligent system that is developed based on the presented modeling can make easier the use of diagnostic systems in education since the test correction is extremely hard and demands experts that are not always available. Addifionally, the rate of the extraction of results is a reason for using and distributing such tools (diagnostic systems) in the educational process. It is very useful for e-leaming systems [1], [2] , and distance diagnostics systems.
INTRODUCTION
An intelligent system is based on an extended quantity of knowledge relevant to an area of problems. Tliis knowledge is organized under the form of a set of rules, which allow inferencing of the systein from the available data. This "knowledge-based" methodology that have been used for solving problems and generally designing systems, has constituted an evolutionary change in Artificial Intelligence, since it substituted the traditional forin of a program (data + algorithm = program) with a new architecture. This new architecture has as its core a Icnowledge base and an inference engine and is of the form:
Knowledge + Inferencing = System (1) The specific problem that has to be solved is the construction of an intelligent system, which will be able to evaluate and categorize students in different levels of knowledge based on some information that will be extracted from their answers. The results are based on a research that was made on some High School students and was about the broader field of Mathematics. The problems of categorizing student into different levels of knowledge, the study of transition in between knowledge levels, as well as the study of the semantic change, as it is mentioned, that takes place when students stop using an nai've (erroneous) model and start using a scientific (correct) model, are three of the most important problems in Cognitive Science. Many researchers have proposed methodologies for knowledge acquisition into different fields of science (Mathematics, physics, etc.) under the aid of computational systems and Artificial Intelligence models. The methods of computational intelligence present great interest from theoretical point of view, since they cope with complexity and uncertainty which are two of the most important problems of system theory that are strongly related to reality. [3] In the specific application the analysis begins with the processing of the answers from correctly formed and selected questionnaires, which are filled up by students. By this analysis some information is extracted that leads the categorization into levels in five different theme sections. Each section consists of four questions, and each question corresponds to one of the following knowledge levels: Single-Structural (S), Multi-Structural (M), Correlative (C), and Abstractive (A). [4] , [5] . At this point it should be mentioned that the question that corresponds to the abstractive level couldn't be answered by students of this age. Consequently, it can be said that each theme section has three questions. In addition, if none of the three questions of a theme section is answered by a student, the student is categorized to the pro -structural (P) level. The questionnaire analysis is illustrated in the following figure (fig. 1 ). 
LEVELS

SYSTEMS OF STUDENT LAYER SPECIFICATION TO THEME SECTION: CONTROVERSIAL ANSWERS
For the evaluation of these answers the following factors (that correspond to the factors that the teachers consider when they evaluate such controversial cases): 1) Difficulty of the specific theme that obviously affects its grading.
2) The number of the blank answers, meaning the number of unanswered questions for each student. This factor is considered since it affects the student's evaluation. For instance, let us consider the case where we want to grade a controversial answer (e.g. Answer 4 -> WRONG, Answer 5 -> CORRECT, Answer 6 -^ CORRECT,) and the student has a great number of unanswered questions. This means that the student probably doesn't answer randomly, but he/she answers after serious consideration of the question. We conclude that is most probable that the incorrect answer at question 4 is a careless mistake, since the correct answers at questions five and six (which are obviously more difficult than question 4) are not given by chance. Consequently the student can be categorized to the Correlative level for the corresponding theme section 3) The level of the student, meaning the general presentation of the student [6] .
In general, it can be said that the selection of the layer for the controversial cases differs from one student to another. It is affected from the student's answers, the number of the questions that he/she left unanswered, and the level of the question. For the modelling of the controversial cases there have been designed and developed two fuzzy systems, which are analyzed in the following section. [7] , [8] .
2.1
Rigidity grading specification sub-system
The systems consist of three inputs and one output. The inputs are the factors that affect the grading of each controversial answer: the number of the unanswered questions, the level of the question and the level of the student. The output is just one: the rigidity ( fig.2 ): In this specific case the grades of every input are between two rates. The Difficulty of the Subject and the Number of the Blank Answers takes rates between 0 and 100, and the Child's Level between 0 and 3. The Difficulty of the Subject is calculated from the answers of the rest of the students. The X axis is normalized and takes rates obviously from 0 to 100. We can set a taxonomy on the definition level of the Difficulty of the Subject, for example we can say that if a rate of Difficulty belongs to the aggregation (0,30) then it is large, if it belongs to (30,65) then it is medium and finally if it belongs to (65,100) then it is small. This specific way of classic taxonomy inputs in principle a big uncertainty in some sections, e.g. close to 30, 65 and 100. That is if the rate of Difficulty is equal to 29 then the Difficulty consider small but if it is equal to 30 then it is considered medium. To avoid tiiis problem we define a fuzzy taxonomy (one per input) in the definition levels of every input Al, A2 and A3.
Every fuzzy taxonomy is class 3. A fuzzy taxonomy B, class 3, we define also in the output definition level, which as we mentioned is [9] . The fuzzy taxonomies AI, A2, A3 and B are linguistic images of the definitions levels therefore their elements are linguistic terms of the form "SMALL", "LARGE", "MEDIUM".
2.2
Student level relevant to theme section specification sub-system The second system specifies the level of the student at each theme section. The system has two inputs and one output. The first input is the rigidity and the second input is the three answers to that theme. The output is the number from 0 to 3 that corresponds to one of the four levels of knowledge (pro-structural, single-structural, multi-structural and correlative) for each theme section. The result for the controversial cases can be a decimal nurnber. At fig. 3 the inputs and output of the system can be seen. [10] The output takes rates from 0 to 3. 0-1 corresponds to single-structural, 1-2 in multi-structural and 2-3 in correlative.
The rules that join the inputs and output are the following: 1. If rigidity is "LARGE" then the Level is "SMALL". 2. If rigidity is "MEDIUM" then the Level is "MEDIUM". 
SPECIFICATION OF THE FINAL LEVEL
Up to this point there have been estimated the levels of knowledge for the students in five theme sections. Based on these levels the estimation of the final level will be implemented. The final level is a number from 0 to 3 that corresponds to one of the four levels of knowledge. At the previous sections we described the procedure of level estimation based on theme sections. The following procedure examines the students' answers based on the levels of knowledge and not the theme sections. This means that a grade of confidence should be estimated for each level. The grades of confidence will correspond to the percentage that each examined student belongs at each level. The grade of confidence is a number in the range from 0 tol.
The grades of confidence are three: one for the single-structural level, one for the muld-structural level, and one for the correlative level. For the pro-structural level no confidence number is estimated since its value is always set to 1, because there are no questions or answers and it is also the lowest level. Consequently the grade of confidence cannot be less than 1. Next, we estimate the final level by averaging the three available confidence grades. The averaging is done in accordance with the relevant level. Setting the confidence grade to 1 for the pro-structural level, 2 for the multistructural level and 3 for the correlative level we then have:
C1+C2 + C,
Where £• is the final level, e can also be a decimal number.
CASE STUDY: THE SOLO PROGRAM
The SOLO program is the interface that contains a powerful Neural Network engine, which basically manages the data of the class and the students. It is very simple and easy to use, providing help support.
Below are stated some selections provided by the interface: New Database: This function provides to the user the possibility to create a new database. The window contains combo boxes and textboxes where the user inputs the variables. Using the add button the user inputs a new record to the database. With the delete button the user can delete the present record. By pressing the refresh button the user can refresh the database (for multi-user environment only). With the update button the user can post the database for the changes done, and with the exit button the user closes the window and returns to the main window of the application. By pressing the SaveDB the user saves the database to the hard-disk. Open Database: This selection is used to load a database which is added to the main application's window, in the Combo box under the title Available Databases. By clicking there the user selects this database which is loaded in the form. With this last selection above, the user is provided in 2D or 3D graph the distribution on the students depending on the level the students are.
CONCLUSION
The developed system was applied on 100 high school and senior high school students, and it was tested on mathematics. The correction results obtained by the system were compared to the results obtained by the cognitive science expert. The system's results were found to be very close to the expert results, as it can be seen on the following table ( fig. 5) . [11] Concluding, we can say that the diagnostic tools are trustworthy tools for the educators' cooperation and contribution.
IS! EXPERT I e SYSTEM *-igag 3 Figure 5 . System -Expert Results Comparison, (blue color corresponds to the expert and red color corresponds to system).
